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NEW BUILD - Mini Harvester

Listing ID - 2172 

Description Nettuno Motobarche HARVESTER MINI

Date
Launched

Built to order

Length 4m (13ft)

Beam 1.6m (5ft 2in)

Draft 0.3m (11in)

Location ex factory, Italy

Broker Giuseppe Filippone
giuseppe.�lippone@seaboatsbrokers.com
+39 329 886 8343

Price POA

 
Length : Mt.4.0 
Beam : Mt 1.60 
Draft : Mt. 0.30
Weight : Kg. 1600
Power (standard) : 1 X Kubota V2203 MY3, 50 Hp Diesel engine
 
Nettuno Motobarche is an Italian shipyard specialized in river, shore and harbour maintenance workboats. 
They design and build aquatic weed harvesters in a range of sizes to meet all needs with many models in service in
various parts of the world.
 
HARVESTER MINI is the smallest in their range and it is designed for easy transportation and deployment.
This workboat is especially developed for removing plant growth from embankments and waterway, and thanks to
her a limited draft and compact size can operate very close to the shore and in areas where larger vessels would not
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be able to work.
 
These environments are usually very hard on machinery of any kind and in order to withstand years of hard use and
neglect HARVESTER MINI is entirely built in stainless steel with the added protection of an epoxy coating. 
 
The boat can be equipped with a variety of cutting devices to be able to operate even in dif�cult situations. 
There are also additional features that can be added to the standard model, including protection for the pilot, storing
tanks, etc.
 
Engine maker and fuel tank capacity are per Owner’s requirements. 







The details of all vessels are offered in good faith but we cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. Any buyer should instruct their agents, or their surveyors,
to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to sale, price change,
location or withdrawal without notice.
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